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South Africa welcomes introduction of free float to indices   

 

Johannesburg, October 16 2001: - The FTSE/JSE Advisory Committee, which 

oversees the ground rules and management of the FTSE/JSE South African Index Series, 

confirmed today that following a seven-week consultation exercise, South African market 

users have indicated that they are strongly in favour of introducing free float to the new 

index series.  

 

The JSE is currently in dialogue with all listed companies to inform them of their free 

float weightings. The new FTSE/JSE free floated indices will begin calculation from 

January 2002, whilst the existing JSE indices will cease calculation in June 2002.  

 

At its meeting in Johannesburg yesterday, the Committee also agreed:  

 Ground Rules for the FTSE/JSE index Series;  

 A timetable, outlining key dates in the process leading up to full implementation of 

the new indices.  

 

Both these documents and more information about free float are published at 

http://www.jse.za  

 

Anton Botha said “quote goes here” 

 

Mark Makepeace, Chief Executive of FTSE Group added “Input from market users is a 

key feature of the design of FTSE indices. The FTSE/JSE South African indices will be a 

world-class measurement tool, for both domestic and international investors.”  

More information about the index series can be found at http://www.jse.za  
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More information:  
Contact details go here  

 
Notes to Editors 

About FTSE 
 
FTSE is a world-leader in the creation and management of equity indices. It is jointly owned by the London 
Stock Exchange and the Financial Times, but operates as a wholly autonomous company. With offices in 
London, New York, Paris, Frankfurt and Hong Kong, FTSE services clients in 77 countries worldwide.  It 
manages and develops globally recognised indices ranging from the FTSE All-World Index to the real time 
FTSE Eurotop series and the FTSE 100. The company has collaborative arrangements with the London, 
Amsterdam, Brussels, Norex, Cyprus, Euronext, Athens, Luxembourg and Madrid stock exchanges, as well 

as with Nikkei of Japan (Nihon Keizai Shimbun, Inc). 

 
FTSE indices are used extensively by investors world-wide for investment analysis, performance 
measurement, asset allocation and for creating a wide range of index tracking funds. Committees of senior 
fund managers, derivatives experts, actuaries and experienced practitioners independently review all 
changes to the indices ensuring that they are accurate, timely and without bias.  Real time FTSE indices are 
calculated on systems managed by Reuters. Prices and FX rates used are supplied by Reuters.  
 
 
 
About JSE  
We need an updated boilerplate for JSE.  
 

  


